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12-Sep-16   Duration: 14 Days Group Size: 6-10 Pax

Accomm. Type Name

Mon 12 Sep Hotel UB Hotel

Tue 13 Sep Ger Homestay
Eagle Hunter 

Homestay

Wed 14 Sep Lake Dayan; Eagle Hunter Homestay - Riding; Bird Training Ger Homestay
Eagle Hunter 

Homestay

Thu 15 Sep Lake Dayan; Eagle Hunter Homestay - Walking/Riding; Bird Training Ger Homestay
Eagle Hunter 

Homestay

Fri 16 Sep Turgen Valley; Balbals; Burial Mounds; Hovd Riverside Camp Ger Private Camp

Sat 17 Sep Eagle Festival - Sagsai Ger Private Camp

Sun 18 Sep Eagle Festival - Sagsai Ger Private Camp

Mon 19 Sep Bayanzurkh Mountain; Argali Spotting; Ulgii Hotel Tsambagarav

Tue 20 Sep Fly to Ulaanbaatar 08:50/12:50 Hotel UB Hotel

Wed 21 Sep Gandan Monastery; Shaman Visit; Khustai National Park Ger Homestay Sanjaa's Family

Thu 22 Sep Ger Homestay Bor's Family

Fri 23 Sep Ger Homestay Bor's Family

Sat 24 Sep Drive to Ulaanbaatar Hotel UB Hotel

Sun 25 Sep Depart  -  -

Departure:

         During your journey out West you will 

be staying alongside local eagle hunter 

families in your own gers which have been 

specially erected for this trip. Meals will be 

served in a separate kitchen/dining ger, 

prepared by our fantastic local cook. There will 

be a tented compost loo, and hot water will be 

provided for washing with each morning and 

evening.

In central Mongolia you will be at homestays - 

in guest gers next to nomadic families. 

Facilities here will also be basic - no showers 

and long-drop loos. 

Overview

Arr. Ulaanbaatar; National History Museum; Tumen Ekh

Fly to Ulgii 06:20/08:20; Bazaar; Local Museum; Lake Dayan; Eagle Hunter 

Homestay

Khogno Khaan; Uvgun Khiid; Archery; Horse Riding

Kharkhorin; Erdene Zuu; Elsen Tasarkhai; Camel Riding

Nomadic Discovery
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At Goyo Travel we believe that a good 

guide is essential to the enjoyment of any 

trip. Knowledge, enthusiasm, good 

humour, pro-activity,  language and 

communication skills need to combine with 

responsibility and a sensitivity to guests' 

needs. Your guide will be handpicked by us 

to suit the itinerary and your 

requirements. We personally brief them on 

all elements of the trip. You will be sent 

guide details in the week prior to travel.

Our vehicle of choice is the UAZ. These 

beasts of the east were born for the wilds of 

Mongolia. Fun, functional & practical, with a 

high wheel base, large surround windows, 

ample luggage space, and a flexible 

sociable layout. Our guests fall in love with 

these indomitable vehicles and our fantastic 

team of drivers. 

Ulgii province is remote and vehicles may 

not be as new or well-maintained as in 

other parts of the country, although we do 

provide the best available. There is a 

vehicle per every 4-5 guests.



SPECIALIST JOURNEY LEADERS

This journey is led by Ancient Pathways Conscious and Spiritual Travel Guides Paul and Phoebe Hoogendyk.

Born out of their deep love of ancient cultures and tribes plus their desire to help others re-connect to themselves and the Earth with the ancient ways of living more 

gently on this planet, Paul and Phoebe created Ancient Pathways Conscious and Spiritual Travel. Co-Authors of the trilogy “Set By The Ancients,” mystical journeys of 

love, trust and adventure. These books tell of the journeys they were called to over 25 years ago through visions to take symbols carved into the sacred Pounamu 

(greenstone of Aotearoa, New Zealand) by Paul, to 11 of the most ancient tribes on the Earth today.  Twelve journeys to gather wisdom from the Elders and Spirit 

Keepers of some of the most remote places on the planet, which included Mongolia, saw their adventure completed in January 2012.

Some of the places & people they were called to include the Inuit of Labrador and The Arctic Circle, The Dogon of Africa, The Lacandón Maya of Chiapas Mexico, The 

Q’ero of Peru, The Waitaha Nation of Aotearoa/New Zealand and the Anagnu the traditional owners of Central Australia. Since then they have taken groups of people 

to spend time with the Anagnu.  Now they have included Mongolia. A place and peoples they fell in love with during their time there. Many people have asked them 

which was their favourite place they visited. All were special but Mongolia won hands down as a place they wanted to go back to and share its wonders with others.

Natural Therapists with their own thriving clinic they have been on their spiritual journey together for over 30 years and are passionate about sharing their knowledge 

and assisting people to be all they can be. They are also both qualified Hypnotherapists, NLP Practitioners and Paul is a practising Acupuncturist. Natural Story tellers 

they will share the wisdom of the ancients plus their own with you on this unique and special adventure. 

Journey with Paul and Phoebe and immerse yourself deeply into the people of this ancient land, their spirituality and culture. 

www.ancientpathways.com.au - www.maurinaturaltherapy.com - www.facebook.com/ancientpathways.com.au 

www.facebook.com/Ancient-Pathways-ConsciousSpiritual-Travel-1499338950372374/

MAP OF ROUTE
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Travel Details Arrival time tbc; 45mins /14km Airport-Hotel

Accommodation

Meals Included Dinner

Travel Details

Accommodation Ger alongside eagle hunter and family

Meals Included

TRIP DETAIL

ULAANBAATAR - NATIONAL HISTORY MUSEUM - TUMEN EKH ENSEMBLE

Your guide and driver will meet you in the arrivals hall at Ulaanbaatar Chinggis

Khan Airport. Transfer to the hotel and check into your room. The plan for today is

quite flexible, as arrival times will influence things, and you may want some

downtime to relax. You may also need to sort out exchanging money and other

practical things.

We suggest meeting your guide in the hotel reception at 14:30 for a leisurely walk

across the impressive Sukhbaatar Square to visit the National History Museum with

its well-laid out informative displays showcasing the country's fascinating past.

Afterwards, walk south towards the city's main park, and enjoy an intimate

performance of music and dance by the Tumen Ekh ensemble at a small theatre. A

welcome dinner at one of our favourite Mongolian restaurants rounds off your first

day in Mongolia.

Ulaanbaatar , meaning "Red Hero", was so 

named in 1924, following the creation of the 

Mongolian People's Republic. The city was 

founded in 1639 as a moveable Buddhist 

monastic centre but in 1778 it settled 

permanently at its present location on the Tuul 

River in north-eastern central Mongolia. The 

city lies at an elevation of about 1,310 metres 

(4,300 ft) and is home to almost half of the 

country's 2.7m population.
Standard Twin Room, Ulaanbaatar Hotel

LAKE DAYAN - EAGLE HUNTER HOMESTAY - RIDING - BIRD TRAINING

Pick up at 04:15 for the transfer to the airport. We will have organised a packed

breakfast. Although your Ulaanbaatar guide will check you in, you'll be 'flying solo',

since you will have a local guide out west, who will be waiting to meet you there.

Visit the local bazaar and museum, plus take a stroll around this low-rise town - a

mix of soviet-style buildings and traditional clay brick dwellings. You can also take a 

walk around the town's market.

After lunch drive south drive through the Hargant Valley, below Tsengel Hairhan

Uul (3043m) and other snow-capped mountains. Tuvans live in this area - they are

Buddhists, not Muslims, but of a Turkic speaking ethnic group. Reach the area

around Lake Dayan where you will be staying for the next 2 nights in a ger next to a

local eagle hunter and his family. Enjoy Kazakh hospitality, do some riding and

walking in the surrounding countryside, and head off to see your host hunting with

and training his eagle. There are other nomadic families who live in this area and

there will be an opportunity to visit them and experience traditional nomadic

hospitality and local community life. You could also drive to see ancient Turkic

burial sites, petroglyphs, and the Baga Turgen Waterfall.

Ulgii is the capital of Bayan-Ulgii Province, 

1645km from Ulaanbaatar, and an ethnically 

Kazakh city that happens to be in Mongolia. It 

certainly feels like a Muslim-influenced Central 

Asian region. There are signs in Arabic and 

Kazakh Cyrillic; the market is a bazaar rather 

than the Mongolian 'zakh', selling kebabs 

(shashlyk) and stocked with goods from 

Kazakhstan.

Kazakhs living in Bayan-Ölgii Province of Mongolia continue to hunt with eagles today. There 

are an estimated 250 eagle hunters in the region.  There is a local proverb: "There are three 

things a real man should have: a fast horse, a hound, and a golden eagle". 

These huge birds weight up to 6.5 kilograms with wingspan of seven or eight feet. With vision 

about eight times sharper than human, they can spot a fox or rabbit up to a mile away. Usually 

Kazakh hunters go for female birds as they are heavier than males and much more aggressive. 

Eagles can live for up to 50 years but most hunters keep the birds for about 10 years and then 

release them back into the wild.

180km/up to 5hrs Ulgii-Lake Dayan; Local drives in the area

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner
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Travel Details

Accommodation Private Ger Encampment close to eagle hunter and family

Meals Included

Travel Details

Accommodation Private Ger Encampment close to eagle hunter and family

Meals Included

TURGEN VALLEY EAGLE HUNTER HOMESTAY - RIDING - BIRD TRAINING

Today you say goodbye to your first host family - although you'll be seeing them at

the eagle festival over the weekend. Drive towards Sagsai, where the festival is to

be held, and continue into nearby Turgen Valley where you will be staying in a

specially erected private ger encampment not far from another eagle hunter and

his family. In the afternoon take a walk or ride in the surrounding area.

The night before any festival is always one of celebration and festivity and tonight

we plan for a traditional Kazakh feast of 'beshparmak' and a folk concert by local

musicians. Mealtimes and other social gatherings around the festival may be

shared with a limited number of other Goyo Travel groups and those of our local

Kazakh/Mongolian partner.

Horses & Riding  - Mongolian horses are of a 

stocky build, with relatively short but strong 

legs and a large head. They range in size from 

12 to 14 hands high. Despite their small size, 

they are horses, not ponies! Mongolian horses 

have great stamina, although they have 

smaller body they can gallop for 10 km without 

break. The hooves are very robust, and very 

few animals are fitted with horseshoes. 

Hunters choose either to snatch young chicks from mountainside nests or lure a young birds 

with pigeons and trap them. Young birds are then kept for 1-2 months during which they are 

fed with meat from their master's hands to become used to the presence of humans.

In late summer they are ‘broken’ by being tied to a wooden block so that they fall when they 

try to fly away. During this time they are not given food. After few days they become 

exhausted and ready for training. They are sat on a pole called a tugir and a lure made of small 

animal skins is pulled in front of the bird. When she attacks the lure - called the shirga - they 

are given some meat as reward. The eagles are trained to hunt marmots, rabbits and small 

foxes. The hunters eventually train the eagle to hunt down foxes, and even wolves.

180km/5hr to Turgen Valley; Walking/riding in surrounding area

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

             EAGLE FESTIVAL SAGSAI

Over these 2 days enjoy the sights and sounds of the annual eagle festival. You will

be only a few kilometres from the festival site so those of you who would like to

ride there (and/or back) can do so. 

The celebrations begin with a colourful opening parade on the festival site in the

lee of the mountains overlooking the huge rocky plains. The competitions then

begin in earnest - eagles and their owners are judged on various qualities, including

the ability of the eagle to fly from the top of the adjacent hill down to its owner

and also to catch the 'prey' (usually a fox skin) that is pulled behind a horse. There

are also prizes for best turned-out bird, and best dressed hunter. In addition to

these eagle-related competitions there are horsemanship competitions, goat-

carcass tug-o-war, and camel racing.

Enjoy lunch each day in a ger at the festival site - huushuur (fried dumplings) are

the typical fare at festivals. Return each afternoon, by vehicle or on horseback, to

the private camp near an eagle hunter's family where you are staying.

The Eagle Festival  is an annual celebration of 

the ancient regional tradition of hunting with 

eagles. Around 80 different eagle hunters from 

the area convene for 2 days of flamboyant 

celebration that combine demonstrations of 

hunting skills, competitions, camel racing and 

Kazakh games including Bushkashi - an animal 

skin tug-o-war conducted on horseback.

10kms/20mins from camp to festival site (Up to 1hr on horseback)

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner
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Travel Details

Accommodation

Meals Included

Travel Details

Accommodation

Meals Included

Travel Details

Accommodation

Meals Included

1hr/45kms Sagsai - Ulgii; Aeromongolia Flight Dep. 08:50/Arr.12:50

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

ULAANBAATAR

Head to the airport for your flight to Ulaanbaatar. Afternoon and evening at leisure.

Standard Twin Room, Ulaanbaatar Hotel

BAYANZURKH MOUNTAIN - ARGALI SPOTTING - ULGII

After a leisurely morning, drive about 60km to Bayanzurkh Mountain to spot wildlife. This time of the year the Argali gather

together and they can be spotted in the mountains. If you are lucky they  can be seen really close up.

Head back to Ulgii in the afternoon and do any shopping you may want to do in town - there are a few excellent handmade Kazakh

crafts to be had. Check into your hotel before heading out in the evening for dinner at a local restaurant. The best restaurant in

town is actually Turkish-Kazakh, although they don't serve alcohol, so the group can decide with your guide what may suit everyone

best.

1.5hr/60km to Bayanzurkh Mountain; 2hr/90kms to Ulgii

Tsambagarav Hotel, Ulgii

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

GANDAN MONASTERY - SHAMAN VISIT - KHUSTAI NATIONAL PARK

You will be picked up at a time to suit you - we suggest leaving around 9am to

make the most of the day. Jump in the vehicle with your guide and stop off at

Gandan Monastery - enter the temples, including that of the Mijig Janraisig with

it's huge golden buddha statue. In the old temple complex listen to the chanting

ceremonies which happen mid-morning. Afterwards, depending on the time, you

may have a light lunch in town before heading to the western suburbs to meet a

practising shaman at her home. With the help of our guides she will give an insight

into the role of shamans in modern Mongolia, plus the traditions behind

shamanism. She will also show her workshop where she makes items for shamanic

rituals.  

Afterwards, board the vehicle again for the journey West to Khustai where you will

be staying in guest gers next to a nomadic family. In the afternoon experience the

traditional nomadic way of life - experience hospitality in their ger where you can

help make and drink milk tea, plus try homemade produce such as yoghurt and

dried curds. 

At dusk, drive from your gers into the park to see the Takhi (Przewalski horses) -

this is the time when they gather to drink at streams so you have a better chance

of seeing them up close, and in accessible areas. Afterwards head back to the

family's encampment for a traditional dinner.

 

Gandantegchinlen Khiid is a Tibetan-style 

monastery situated on the edge of the city's 

ger district. It was constructed by the order of 

Emperor Yongzheng in 1727. 

It was one of the few monasteries to escape 

the soviet purges of the 1930's, being spared 

as an example of Mongolia's feudal past. Since 

the fall of communism in 1990 it has been 

renovated and restored into a working 

monastery and currently has over 150 monks 

in residence.

Khustai National Park lies in the foothills of the southern Khentii Mountain Range about 

100km south west of Ulaanbaatar. It takes its name from the birch trees growing in 

surrounding mountain areas. The park's area was used in the early 20th Century as a hunting 

ground for Bogd Khaan, the last king of Mongolia, and afterwards by Mongolian political 

officials. It was designated a Specially Protected Area in 1993, 1 year after the project initiation 

for the reintroduction of the Takhi horses - also known as Przewalski horses. The population 

has thrived since, and there are now over 220 of them roaming free in the park. As well as 

abundant plant and bird life, the park is also home to red deer, gazelle, roe deer, wild boar, 

Argali, Ibex, marmots, grey wolves, Lynx, Pallas cat, Corsac fox and Eurasian badger. 

2.5hrs/110km to Khustai

Simple Guest Ger, Local Family Homestay

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner
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Travel Details

Accommodation

Meals Included

KHOGNO KHAAN - UVGUN KHIID - NOMADIC VISIT - ELSEN TASARKHAI

Head further west through open steppe and small provincial roadside villages. Stop

for a scenic tea/coffee break en route before arriving at the nature reserve of

Khogno Khaan, and have a picnic lunch before exploring the lower temple complex

of Uvguun Khiid. See the reconstructed temples, prayer-wheel and look around the

ruins. Then take the 1.5hr round-trip hike up to the older ruined temple complex in

the hills - the scenery is fantastic, and the wildflowers should be beautiful at this

time of year. 

Head back down to the valley floor, and onto a family of herders - head of the

family, Bor, is proud to have each of the revered '5 animals' of Mongolia in his

livestock (sheep, goat, cows, camels and horses). You will be staying in a guest ger

next to the family tonight. In the afternoon you can head off on a horse ride.

There will also be a chance to tend to, herd and milk some of the animals today.

Perhaps try your hand at making airag - fermented mare's milk - or homemade

vodka. You can also try your hand at archery, with one of our traditional handmade

bow and arrow sets that we shall send with the group.

Khogno Khaan Natural Reserve covers 46,990 hectares of land. The granite mountain 

originally known as Bat Khan Uul extends 12 miles north-south , and 6 miles east-west, and 

at 6453ft it rises over 2000ft above the surrounding steppe. Taiga and steppe plants grow in 

this area and represent two or three different natural zones. The scenery is a combination of 

desert, mountains, forest, streams and green grassland. 

In the hills lie the sites of the lower and upper Uvgun monastery which was built in 17th 

century by Zanabazar. In 1688, during the fighting between Western and Eastern 

Mongolians (Dzungaria and Khalkh Mongolia) after the collapse of the Mongol Empire, 

Dzungarian chieftain Galdan Bolshigt destroyed the temples at both the lower and upper 

sites. The lower site was rebuilt but destroyed again in the 1930's. After democratic 

revolution in 1990 the monastery was re-opened and some temples restored, and are looked 

after by the granddaughter of the monks who originally lived at the monastery during the 

time of the persecution.

4hrs/280km drive to Khogno Khaan; 45mins/1.8km walk each way to ruins; 20mins/10km to camp

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

Simple Guest Ger, Local Family Homestay
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Travel Details

Accommodation

Meals Included

Travel Details

Accommodation

Meals Included

ULAANBAATAR

Head to Ulaanbaatar. You'll get back in time to do some shopping - perhaps at the Gobi Cashmere outlet store on your way back

into town, and then also at any of the decent craft outlets (Tsagaan Alt felt shop, Quilters, Mary and Martha) or the State

Department Store. Your guide will be on hand to assist. After freshening up at the hotel, enjoy a farewell meal at one of our

favourite restaurants to round off your Mongolian journey.

5hrs/ 280km to Ulaanbaatar

Standard Twin Room, Ulaanbaatar Hotel

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

Simple Guest Ger, Local Family Homestay

1.5hrs/90km each way to Kharkhorin

Breakfast; Lunch; Dinner

KHARKHORIN - ERDENE ZUU MONASTERY - NOMADIC VISIT - CAMEL RIDE

After breakfast drive to Kharkhorin. Visit Erdene Zuu Monastery in time to hear the

monks chanting, which takes place between 10am and noon. Stroll around the

main temples, and walk around the grounds. If he is there during your trip, we shall

try to arrange an audience with the head monk, Baasansuren, in his ger next to one

of the temples. 

Afterwards either have lunch at the ger camp or in town at a local guanz (cafe).

Visit the town's interesting museum, the Monument of the 3 Kings overlooking the

Orkhon River, and the fertility stone on the edge of town.

Then return back east to the same camp you stayed at last night. In the afternoon

head off on a Bactrian ride across the nearby Elsen Tasarkhai sand dunes, and

enjoy your final night in a ger under the vast Mongolia skies.

Kharkhorin is located in the upper valley of 

the Orkhon River. The location marks the 

eastern foothills of the Khangai Mountains, 

where they meet the rolling steppe of central 

Mongolia. The town marks the site of the 

ancient town of Karakorum, which for a short 

time served as the capital of the Mongol 

Empire under Ogedei Khan. Only a few relics, 

such as the stone turtles, remain. 

Erdene Zuu Monastery was founded in 1586 by Altai Khaan. Meaning 'Hundred Treasures', it was the first Buddhist monastery in Mongolia. It 

is enclosed by an imposing wall with 108 stupas. In its prime it boasted around 100 temples, plus many gers, and up to 1000 monks in 

residence. Although many of the temples were destroyed during the purges of the 1930s, and artefacts stolen, enough remains to make this 

monastery the most important in Mongolia.  

Camels - About 285,000 Bactrian camels - 30% of the world’s population - live in Mongolia, 

mainly in the Gobi desert. Camels are powerful animals, standing over 2 metres tall at the 

hump and weighing 720-820kg. A camel can haul loads of nearly 300kg at a rate of 50km per 

day. Although averaging 4km/h, they have been clocked at over 65km/h.

Well adapted to harsh climates, camels are famous for their ability to travel as many as 

160kms without water. They retain their body moisture efficiently, and have a large capacity 

for storage. A thirsty camel can drink as many as 135litres at a 10minute sitting. They don't 

store water in their humps - these conserve up to 36kg of fat, which allows the camels to 

survive when food is scarce. The humps shrink as fat is consumed for energy.
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Travel Details

Accommodation

Meals Included

Cost Per Person (USD) $4,675

Single Supplement* $165

* Hotels in Ulaanbaatar and Ulgii only; May not be available at homestays or festival camp out West due to group make-up and logistics

 -

Breakfast (at hotel)

DEPART

Transfer to the airport for your flight home.

30mins/14km Hotel-Airport; Departure time tbc

Included

Domestic flights - Airport transfers - Surface transportation - Road taxes -
Accommodation as specified - Local Guide - Sightseeing and activities as 
specified - Museum & park entrance fees - Meals as specified above -
Water & snacks in the vehicle - Festival fee

Excluded

International flights - Tips - Laundry - Bar Bills - Items of a 
personal nature - Visas - Photography/filming charges at 
e.g. museums and monasteries

Booking - To confirm your booking we require a deposit of 25% of total trip price. Balance due 8 weeks prior. Payment methods, bank details 
and further information can be found on our Booking Form & Conditions.  
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Travel Advice - We provide all our guests with a copy of our Mongolia Travel Advice. If you have not received this, please request a copy 
from us.


